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New Social
Fraternity
Chartered

«

Dance Here April 30

No. 28

»

In

New Cottage-Type Building
Awaits Approval By
Board of Trustees

Announcement was made this
week that the University,
through Dr. Frank J. Prout, has
granted a charter to a new social
fraternity under the name of
Beta Gamma Upsilon. Meeting
secretly every week since early
February, the fraternity was

Proposed plans for a $45,000
modern cottage-type women's
dormitory were announced early
this week by President Frank J.

Independents

Combine

Greek Letter; Elect
Lilley President
RUTH OSBORN

WELDON BROOKS

MARIAN CUNNINGHAM

GENE LEWIS

Ruth Osborn, Seven Sister, Weldoti Brooks, Five Sitter, Gone Lewi*,
Skol end Marian Cunningham, Three Key, will be waiting enaiously for
the May Queen election return* et S o'clock thi* afternoon. The lucky
girl will reign over May Day celebration* nest month. The polls opened
et 6 a.m. and will cloae at 4 p.m. today.

Spotlight On Queen Election
Today In Sorority Competition
Four candidates for May Queen and the Students' Association constitution are sitting tight this morning awaiting their fate
at the hands of an expected vote of 850 student ballots. Voting
started slowly this morning but is expected to speed up during
the afternoon.
Campus political observers expect an uninterested vote for
the Association constitution. There*—
has been little discussion of the constitution on the campus, and little or
no opposition is seen.
Election of May Queen is taking
the spot light today after a week of
decorative campaigning in the halls
of the University buildings. With
the Five Brother vote split over the
Five Sister and Seven Sister candidates, speculation is high over the
outcome.
Weldon Brooks, Five Sister, former Homecoming Queen; Ruth Osborn. Seven Sister, who won a large
complimentary vote last spring when
she ran unopposed for Key editorship. Gene Lewis, Skol, president of
the Inter-Sorority council; and Marian Cunningham, 3-Kay music student, are holding the attention of the
campus with none of the perennial
vote forecasters ready to name the
winner.
Candidates for attendants to the
May Queen are Helen Behrena, Signs
Hanifan, Mary Herbert, Jean Meraereau, Mary Lou Wertz, and Alice
Dinsmore, freshmen; Helen Maas,
Joan Weaver, Janet Stump, Florence
Coover,
and
Janet
Niederhouse,
sophomores; Betty Jane Lowry, Eloise
Dyer, Carolyn Pertner and Harriet
McKnight, juniors.
The student council constitution, if
passed, will organize the student body
into a University Student's Association. In place of a general election
to all posts in the student council and
social committee, all organizations on
the campus will be divided Into four
groups, men, women, departmental
•nd general. One member from each
organization will be elected by the
organization to one of four central
committees.
The central committees will elect
members to the student council and
social committee, and the student body
will elect one member of each class to
the student council and two members
•t large to the social committees.

Bulletins
Piano and voice recital — Pauline
Egnew and Donald Grisier. Practical Arts Auditorium, Friday, 8:16
pjn.
The Boob end Motor Society
will meet in the Administration
building Monday, April 29 at 4
o'clock to elect now member* and
make plan* for the annual *pring
banquet to bo held Jama 1.
To Faculty and Student Body:
The Y. M. C. A. wishes to thank all
-who had part in the recant T. M. C.
A. conference, particularly those who
housed the boys overnight.
Phralr. sorority wil lhold it*
all canapie tea Sunday afternoon
from 3 to 8 at the lounge In the
Women'* Building. Everyone is
cordially invited.

Alumni To Gather
In Counties To Plan
June Celebration
Dinners, Speeches, Broadcast Slated For SaturdayMeetings

Alumni groups in 18 counties of
northwestern Ohio will meet on Saturday evening, April 27, in their respective counties to discuss plans for
the annual Alumni Day celebration
to be held on the University campus
on Tuesday, June 7.
The meetings are being held to
stimulate interest in alumni affairs
and to increase the attendance at
annual Alumni Day.
The program, which will be similar
in all the counties will include a dinner, listening to a broadcast from the
University campus, a brief address
by a member of the University faculty,
and the election of officers in each
county with an eye toward establishing a definite alumni unit.
The broadcast, which will originate
in the Practical Arts building and
which will go out over WSPD, will
include selections by the Concert
Band, the Treble Clef Club, and the
Men's Glee Club. Dr. Frank J. Prout
and Dr. Walter A. Zaugg will give
short addresses. The program will be
broadcast from 6:30 to 7 p. m., and
a rebroadcast from recordings will be
transmitted from WOSU at 7:30 p.
m.

given its charter on April 10.
Faculty members and sponsorers of
Beta Gamma Upsilon are Prof. Eldcn
T. Smith, Prof. John Bunn, Dean R.
G. Harshman, and Dean A. B. Conklin.
Officers elected on April 1 to serve
until new officers are elected for
next year are Richard Lilley, senior
of Fremont, president; Gaylord Groff,
sophomore, of Custar, vice president;
Howard Dickerson, freshman of Rittman, treasurer; James* Rodcbaugh,
freshman of Toledo, secretary; Richard Sprow, freshman of Bryan, sergeant at arms; and Charles Feller,
junior of Findlay, historian.
The fraternity now has 25 members
It was organized around a nucleus
group headed by Ernest Maddock,
Cleveland junior, who has been the
leader of campus independents in
University elections during the past
two years.
Beta Gamma Upsilon plans to have
a fraternity house for its members
next year, it- executives announced.
Members of the fraternity's social
committee are working with Miss
Wrey Warner and the University
social committee on a social function
for this spring.
Said Robert Frank, president of
Five Brothers, when told of the new
fraternity, "I think new fraternities
on this campus arc necessary for
future fraternal life at Bowling
Green. And any way the Five Brothers can help Beta Gamma Upsilon
get started, we will do it."
"There ought to be nine more,"
said Art Shanly, past president of the
Delhi. "I'm really glad they're starting one, for I believe every man on
the campus should be a member of a
fraternity."
Ronald lleilman, president of Commoners, formerly the youngest fraternity on the campus, said that the
"Commoners welcome this newcomer
and lose their status as the newest
fraternity on the campus. There is
a definite need for more frats," he
added, "and this is the first step in
satisfying that need.
Dr. Frank J. Prout was pleased
with the reception given Beta Gamma
Upsilon by the other fraternity presidents. Said he, "This move answers
a very definite University need. My
best wishes to the men of Beta Gamma
Upsilon."

Debaters Will Broadcast
From Columbus SaturdayFour Bowling Green debaters will
broadcast their arguments state wide
Saturday when they go into the final! of the Capital University-WBNS
radio debate tournament at Columbus.
The University representatives will
be John Branson and Lawrence Kuhl,
affirmative, and Bruce Sidebotham
and Art Shanly, negative.
Each team will debate approximately six times during the day, stated Prof. Upton Palmer, debate coach,
and some of the debates will be
broadcast during the afternoon.

Prout.
Plans and specifications, modeled after the dormitories at
Northwestern University at Ev-

Spectecular i* the word when the Cheyenne Mountein Dencers of
Coloredo Spring* awing in the Danish Four Dance. Two men, with hands
firmly clasped behind their partners, spin with their partners swung out
neerly horiaontally in a "pinwheel." This is one of the many folk dance*
the Cheyenne high ichool dancers will give during their performance here.

Cheyenne Dancers To Interpret
Early American Dance, April 30
The Cheyenne Mountain Dancers, colorful terpsichoreans
from Colorado Springs, will present a dance program in full costume of early American, cowboy, European, and Mexican dances
in the Men's Gym Tuesday, April 30, at 8:15 p.m. Admission for
University students is 25 cents; adult admission is 40 cents.
The program will be sponsored by the W.A.A. with Betty
Hcndrichson, student chairman, ami*
Emilio Hartman, faculty chairman
in charge. Lynette Perkey is in charge
of publicity and Wilma Cole is ticket
chairman.
Lloyd Shaw, superintendent of
Cheyenne Mountain School, directs
the dancers — a group of 16 high
school boys and girls. The group will Will Complete 35 Hours
feature waltzes and square dances
Flying This Semester
with Mr. Shaw calling the figures and
To Win Wings
giving* a running lecture throughout
the program.
Thirty-four persons enrolled in
Last week the Mountain group par- the Civil
Aeronautics Authority
ticipated in the National Physical course this week successfully leapEducation Convention in Chicago and ed the first major hurdle between
are beginning an extended tour of them and a private pilot's license
student concerts.
From Bowling when they received certificates of
Green the dancers will go to Ann Ar- competency for passing examinations
bor, Mich.
covering ground school course.
Traveling throughout the United
The examinations, graded by CAA
States in a special cross-country bus officials in Chicago, covered 72 hours
which was given them by a friend of of instruction given by Prof. J. K.
the school who wished to help their Raney, director of the air school;
dancing program, the group usually I)wight Van Atts, assistant; and Dr.
includes 16 dancers and three musici- S. M. Mayfield.
Professor Raney expects most of
ans besides the directors snd driver.
The dancers are chosen from the juni- the students to complete their 35
or and senior classes of the Cheyenne hours of flying and receive pilots'
Mountain High School and most of before the end of the semester.
Those who passed ground school
them have had many years experience
examinations are:
in this type of dancing.
H. A. Ahrns, Earl Alexander, Emerson Avery, Arden Baughman, Leslie
Carter, Howard Conkey, Jean Drake,
Leona Golbinec, William Harris,
Harry Hicks, Charles Huffman, Joe
Kennedy, James Hunter, Alba Klopfenstein, Elden Knape, Richard Kratzer, Paul Ladd, Patricia Pratt, Robert
Preston, Rufus Saylor, Lloyd Shelton,
One of the greatest handicaps that Waldo Shawaker, William Shaw, Jay
swing has to overcome is the refusal Solether, Charles Silver, David Silver,
of many "long hair" conservatories to Richard Slater, Clarence Sweebe,
Nathan Vance,
recognize its possibilities. Often a Dwight VanAtta,
student interested in jazz entering a Jerold Wendt, Gerald Avery, Helen
conservatory of music is told to forget Perkins, Harold Spangler.
swing, and eventually forgets why
he entered the institution in the first
place. When he graduates, he is Knepper, Helms Elected
To Local Rotary Posts
strictly an "ickie." It is Mr. Hall's
contention that it is possible for an
Two
University professors were
instrumentalist to play both concert
and swing music. Benny Goodman honored at an election held by the
illustrates this very well, as does the Bowling Green Rotary Club last
first trumpeter with Fred Waring's Thursday evening.
Prof. Edwin G. Knepper, head of
orchestra, who also plays first trumthe department of commercial edupet with Toscaninl.
The musicians in George Hall's or- cation, was elected vice president of
Dr. Lloyd A.
chestra earn between $7,500 and the organization.
$10,000 per year. Mr. Hall advises Helms, professor of Economics, was
young instrumentalists who aspire to named secretary. These men will
lecome "big time" to work hard and take office July 1, 1940 and serve
master their instrument, and if they for one year. Prof. Knepper and Dr.
become good enough, someone is bound Helms have been active members of
to discover them. There is always the board of directors and will conroom at the top for good musicians. tinue in that capacity.

34 Student Flyers
Pass Ground School
Exams In CAA Test

'Swing Is Self Expression, Should Get More
Recognition In V. S.,'Says Maestro George Hall
BY JESSE MITTLEMAN
"An instrumentalist playing from
a written arrangement is not playing
swing," said George Hall during hii
engagement here last Saturday evening. "Although modern swing music
is tending to depart from the original
small combinations in which each
artist would 'take off by himself and
is now allowing the artist to express
himself against an orchestral background, the fundamental part of
swing, self expression of the instrumentalist. Is still being maintained."
Hall and his craw art heading toward New York City, and expect to
arrive there on May 12. They will go
into Billy Base's Diamond Horseshoe
right club, and on May 16 will start
a series of broadcasts over the
Columbia network.
Playing continually never gets
monotonous, Mr. Hall stated, due to
the fact that the jobs which the band
plays are so varied. Playing to a
jitterbug crowd one night, for a
formal the next night, and then go-

Project Plans
For $45,000
Girl's Dorm

ing into theatres and hotels provides
enough variety to keep the musicians
interested in their work.
Three arrangers keep the band*
supplied with the latest arrangements
of the latest eongs. When the band
goes on tour, these men remain in
New York and send the songs to Hall.
While on the road, he manages to get
in at least one practice session per
week. He seldom has sectional rehearsals, resorting to these only if the
arrangements are exceedingly difficult.
Hall believes that swing is still an
infant; that it is the only truly original American music. Swing is to
America what folk songs are to other
countries. However, swing is not taken
seriously enough in this country. In
England, the latest recordings by
American artists are reviewed with
as much authority as we review operas
and classical concerts in this country.
This attitude is also taken by the
swing fans of South America.

lj

anston. III., are being rushed through
tho State Architect's office in Columbus and will be available May 1, the
President said.
Construction will begin about June
10, it is expected, if the bids arc within the estimate.
"Barring unforeseen happenings, the new dormitory
should be completed and ready for
occupation this fall," Dr. Prout stated.
The University Board of Trustees
will meet on Mny 3 to take official
action on the new proposal. If the
Board approves the plans the University will begin advertising bids
for construction on May 10. According to state regulations, the bids must
be advertised for 28 days.
According to present plans, the
new building which will accomodate
32 to 48 women, will be located on
Thurstin Avenue directly north of
Shatzel. Room rent will vary from
$2 tn $2.60.
The cottage is one of six dormitories which will be built on a similar
scalo in the University grove just as
soon as funds are available. The
whole group will be so designed that
the sororities may take them over as
chapter houses if desired, the President stated.
Facilities in tho building will include kitchen accommodations for parties and breakfast. Daily meals will
be taken outside the dormitory, probably at Shatzel Hall. Four rooms
will have double deck beds and the
others will be double rooms with single
beds.

500 Prep Students
Expected Saturday
University recreational facilities
will get a workout Saturday when
high school juniors and seniors from
an expected 60 Ohio communities
gather for the W.A.A. tngh School
Play Day.
Beginning with registration and a
cracker and milk get acquainted mixer at 9 a.m., the high school students
will take over the tennis courts, table
tennis tables, volley ball, badminton,
and shuffle board courts, and the
swimming pool for a day of fun and
competition.
Marie Baker, chairman of the Play
Day Committee of the W.A.A., announced that an lnter-school baseball tournament will be organized
and run off during the day.
Ten students and their teachers
have been invited from 50 schools
in this part of the state. Campus
tours and acquainting the students
with the University will form part
of the program for the day.

Knepper, Partee Compete In
Second Stokowski Audition
Mary Partee, marimbist, and Noah
Knepper, oboe player, will be heard
by Rudolph Ringwall, assistant conductor of the Cleveland symphony for
the second of three auditions for the
Stokowski All Youth Symphony Orchestra in Cleveland Friday.

Honor Rating
The Bee Gee News wae recently given First Class Honor
Rafting; among college newspap«r. throughout the United SUftM
by tho Associated Collegiate
Prat* of the National Scholastic
Proas Association.
Only 32 papers in tho country
were given this honor.
The
paper, were judged on newt
values, BOWS writing and editing, headlines, typography and
make-up, and department pages
and special features. This gives
tho University paper a first class
rating among schools with an
enrol Ime at of 1,000 to 2,409,
second to All-American Honor
which Is tho highest mark a college paper can attain in tho
ACP ratbags.
Tho papers judged worn fthe>
complete file of last semester
edited by Robert Baron. Some
of tho criticisms sent with tho
rating have already been corrected. With this in mind tho
editors will strive for All-American rating neat year.
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Activity Limitations Needed... 'Round The Campus
The new student council constitution, if passed, will boost the power of every organization on
the campus whether that organization is useful
and active or not. This is not an attack on the
constitution but an attack on the great number
of campus organizations which have no other use
as far as the University is concerned than to get
the members' pictures in the Key.
The constitution will undoubtedly pass. But
in order to make it place power where power
should be, an attempt should be made by the student body and faculty to cut out the unnecessary
and time-taking organizations which do not
prove themselves active and live-wire.
In addition, this University has grown to such
a size and there are so many organizations to
which any student may belong if he has a mind
to, that some measures should be taken by the
student body and faculty to divide up the work
and the honors of the organizations among a
great number of the students.
It is a well-known fact that a small number
of students wield a great amount of power and
spend a great amount of time on extra-curricular
activities. Some Universities and colleges have
solved the problem by inaugurating an activity
limitations program among their student body.
Bowling Green has developed to such a point
where such a program is needed. Too often the
natural leaders have monopolized the campus
offices, and new leaders have not been developed.
That developing should be a university function.
Too many of the leaders in extra-curricular
activities are plowing along with inferior scholastic records. A happy medium between curricular
and extra-curricular activities will have to be
developed. It is doubtful if the students individually can do this. A planned program is
needed.—R.L.

Knock Before You Enter
By CORDON HUMPHREY

New Frat Sets Pace...

THE GREEKS HAD A WORD:
The announcement this week of the organi- Tho Greeks had a word for it but it wasn't fit to
zation of a new men's social fraternity in the print. What I'm tulkin.fr about arc the conditions right
name of Beta Gamma Upsilon was welcomed by here in the land of the free and the home of the brave
many who are interested in the fraternal oppor- as net forth in John Steinbeck's GRAPES OF WRATH.
tunities for men on the campus. It is the thing If you haven't seen the picture or rend the book you'd
that has been hoped for during the past few better do both. Kye witnesses state that the conditions
years; to extend fraternity life and its benefits of transient workers in California are even worso than
pictured in the book und the picture.
and advantages to more men on the campus.
We are able to send money to Finland, but no one
Although the new Greeks will not have national affiliations, they will be a greatly needed seems inclined to kick in for the benefit of Americans
addition to Bowling Green's fraternity family. who really need help. This problem of transient workIt is probably one of the most significant events ers is an American problem; it hits close to homo. Inthat has occured in recent years. It will have stead of worrying about Europe and her troubles, Amerits efTect in the present fraternity circle and icans should attempt to reform the system which makes
campus activities and points to an increased such conditions possible. You can call this Red or anything you like, but I maintain that any system which
number of fraternal organizations.
In the past, the three established fraternities allows people to starve to death in a land of plenty is
have been undesirably large, with membership all wet.
The price of one battle ship would go a long way torising as high as 00 men in a single organization.
This in itself is an unhealthy state of affairs ward giving these transient workers a half wny deoenl
since the fraternity houses can comfortably house standard of living. The question I'm asking is why
but a small fraction of the total membership isn't some of the armament money spent where it will
and with the Majority of the men living outside do some good? This is really a screwy world.
the house, complete organization unity cannot be
realized and factions within the fraternities THE MANLY ART:
have developed. Of the 600 men on the campus, It is generally believed that the only thing to stop the
only one-third can possibly become fraternity sensational ring career of Joe Louis is old age and fried
men, giving the balance of influence in campus chicken. Joe, in my humble opinion, is the greatest
fighter the heavy weight division has ever seen; he is a
activities to the minority.
The new organization will releive the pre- two-hundred pound edition of Joe Cans with a goodly
sent situation somewhat, but the student body of portion of the Joe Wolcott and Terry McGovern capmen will not become genuinely interested in acity to enjoy mayhem woven into his make up.
campus activities and the welfare of the Univer- But I believe Ixniis is making the mistake so many
other fighters have made; i.e., that he is fighting every
sity until more fraternities are introduced.
The News extends its welcome, support and bum who comes along just for the sake of defending
good wishes to Bowling Green's first Greeks. his title. Instead of waiting for good boys to develop,
Messers Lilley, Groff, Dickerson, Rodebaugh, he Is knocking over every tramp conceited enough to
Sprow, Maddock and the others who helped draw think he can fight or hungry enough to risk his life.
up the charter and made the necessary plans Fighting push-overs is bad business — it softens a
should be'complimented. What the University fighter and slows him up. If he keeps on fighting bums,
needs now is more men with more ideas who can then one of these days s bum is going to walk off with
his crown. It happened to Willie Stribling and Kid
organize more fraternities.—A. F.

We Can't Quit...
Isolated in the confines of our own small world
of university life, it is seldom that we see with
vivid realism, what the people in other small
worlds are experiencing. "Grapes of Wrath"
opened Our eyes.
We take our way of living for granted. It is
hard for us to understand the horror of people
living like animals, their whole energies devoted
to getting enough to eat to keep life in their bodies. We see the culture of our present civilization stripped off and we look into the primitive.
We read fragments of this distress in the newspapers, In the cold objective style of journalism,
but we do not really feel it. We read about the
people in Steinbeck's book and the realization of
it hits hard. But actually seeing the people in the
movie, even though it did not present the situation of the Oakies as realistically and as tragically as the book, something happens to us "inside" that life can be that way.
The horror is that it is not a story, not imagination, but truth. That these things are actually
happening to people. We take a backward look
into history and we see that there have always
been people like the Oakies. called different
names — the slaves of Egypt building the pyramids, the serfs of the Middle Ages chained to
the land, the miserable factory hands of the early
industrial revolution. There have always been
oppressors and always the oppressed. So we
say that probably there always will be, because
human nature is like that.
The Oakies want so little. A home to keep
the family together, enough, food to eat, a little
amusement with their own kind. Little to ask
— yet they cannot have it Our generation is
known for its realistic attitude; we have small
hope of reforming the world. We see things as
they are and always have been. But it is dangerous for us to think we can do nothing about
them. Perhaps we can't But others before us
have tried. We can't quit—V.W.

Chocolate and to a lot of other good boys.
One of these days the big boys in the fight game are
going to wake up to the fact that the man who beats
Joe Louis will have to be a long rangy kid with a long
left hand and a lot of speed, and one who is too dumb
to know that joe can't be beaten. When such a boy gats
hold of a Louis made slow by too many set ups, then
the crown is going to change hands.

On The Q. T.
By BOYD MUSSER

By DON RACER

Abe Krown, of Keown Industries,
Inc., has a novel tuxedo rental agency
which he operates on a cooperative
basis. Any one who has a tux to
rent takes it to Abe and he contacts
prospective attenders of formats and
provides them with the needed tux.
He lias every size that may be required.
We notice Jeanne
Waugh and Frank
Szumlicz working as
extra clerks in the
Montgomery & Ward
store while Harold
Dahms is employed
quite regularly at J.
C. Penny's.
The "mouseculer"
explained and illustDon Ragar
rated in the Nov. 15
issue appeared in The Daily Mirror
of New York, a Hearst syndicated
paper, on April 8. It's novel things
like that which puts Bowling Green
State University on the map.
Quoting the Piedmont Highlander
via the Scarlet Parrot "Conscience—
the voice that tells you not to do
something after you have already
done it."
Dick Wilke and John Young will
receive their degrees from B.G.S.U.
Seems as though higher degrees are
forthcoming in graduate school if a
degree is received in undergraduate
school.
Jack Gammel of Lake-wood i> the
single* tennis champ of Greater
Cleveland.
Kermit HartBler is Bowling Green
representative for a concern distributing seed and fertilizer for lawns.
Dewey Johnson will be employed by
the Superior Body Company of Lima
where he will also play on their defending team of Amateur Champions
of Ohio.
Darl Gatchell, Business Manager
of the News, left the Bucyrus Telegraph-Forum where he was employed
as advertising manager.
Freshman Peggy Curtis will be a
strong contender for Mujorette next
fall.
Peggy was the baton-slinger
for the Lima Central band.
Joyce Arnold of Lake Placid, N. Y .
once attended Elmira College of Elmira, N.Y.
Howard Ahrens and Frank Barna
plan to enter into some phase of
government service upon graduation.
Jean Quentin Bellard, resident of
Kohl Hall, plans to enter the chemical research field after graduating.
Miriam Bellville. Elmira, N.Y., attended Milwaukee State Teachers
College and Eureka College of Eureka, III.

Amherst, O. chosen by the members of those
April 19, 1940 groups.)
Dear Editor:
Also the old constitution provided
Several questions suggest themselves: for the election of two members by
1. What has happened to the old the vote of the faculty and one apconstitution?
pointed by the President; the new
2. By what authority did the Council edition provides for the appointment
take upon itself the task of writing of all three!
another?
Certain of the proposed changes
3. Why the sudden "railroading" would probably be beneficial, but they
through of this complicated document should be brought up as individual
with only a minimum opportunity for amendments, not as an "omnibus" or
debate and discussion?
catch-all. I personally like the delinMy contributions on these topics for eation of the powers and duties of the
what they are worth:
Social Committee as planned. The in2. A constitution dors note exiit. clusion of Graduate Students in the
Reference to the file of the News for Association is a debatable point. The
1936 and the Key for that year will original draft of the 1936 constitution
bear out the date I have given. Dr. provided for a representative from
Bourne who read and criticized the the Graduate School, but after much
constitution while it was being drafted discussion that section was omitted.
will remember it. A copy was placed But if they are to be represented I
in the hands of the Administration, should think they would at least select
Dr. Williams would know where it is. their own representative.
The first faculty members to serve
Dale C. Kellogg
on the Council, Dr. Williamson, Dr.
President. Student
Allen and Mr. Perry should be interCouncil, '36
viewed; they all read the original
constitution.
And it's just possible that the present Council knows of the old constitution, many of the passages in the
new draft sound strikingly familiar!
2. The proposal of April 24 is not
announced as an amendment to the
old constitution which would be the
When Dr. Frank J. Pmut sent
only manner in which it could be preHoward Shine out as one of the high
sented legally.
3. Of course I have lost touch with srhool service speakers, he didn't
the campus after four years but it know that Shine would take him so
appear? on the surface as though seriously. For into the University
Mime group has some personal axe to office Monday came Shine with a fourgrind. I have not noticed in the News year-old-sized Egyptian student.
"He's Fostoria's oldest baby," said
a sinprle line to show the need for the
drastic changes contemplated. Cer- Shine. Dr. Prout may have, raised
tainly these changes do not stem from his eyebrows. Shine probably didn't
the pressure of a wide-awake, reform wait to hi'ar his comment. "I want
spirit on the part of the student-body to leave him here, if you don't mind."
or even from tho realization of felt he said. "I'm sort of his foster fathneeds by any considerable number. er." A news reporter put his ear to
Second, why all thus complicated the key holi'.
"Aha." he breathed, "abandoning
"whecls-within-wheels"
aet - up
of
Inter-Fraternity and Inter-Sorority his child, the brute."
"How's his condition?" asked some
Councils, four Central Comniitti-rs
(with no evident function). Social one.
"Ho's broke — in a few spots,"
Committee, Student Council, and
answered Shine.
Association.
Someone suggested a scholarship
Third, why the undemocratic method of selection of Council members for the boy to help him along — undoubtedly
a gag from the publicity
three times removed from the electorate. One half of the entire member- department.
"Thnnks" said Shine feeling tho rvship of the Council will be chosen from
among themselves by the members of sponsihility of caring for a boy for
the four "Central Committees," which the first time. "You see," he added,
in turn are chosen by groups of or- "the name of my boy has been lost
ganizations (in the case of frater- for the time being in the Fostoria linities and sororities by their Inter- brary where he has spent the past
group Councils which are in turn few years. He was born in Egypt
about 4000 years ago. And has been
bound up for most of that time. He
was brought to Fostoria by a Dr.
Longfellow who found him in Eygpt.
"The cloth in which he is bound
can be studied for texture and weaving methods. The parchment on his
cisions concerning the policies of busi- face is some of the best of the early
I would like to leave
ness and government. "Inflamable Egyptians.
Youth" is told that he must harken to him with the University."
the wise counsel of his elders and ac"He is mummy'.-, little boy," said
cept their decisions with a spirit of a motherly member of the office staff.
confidence and cooperation. Any pro- No one has been willing to say what
test by youth automatically violates happened after that.
the above and also automatically
brings forth the over-worked term
"Red."
If youth groups then, push the
cause of peace too far — too far for
peace of mind of the elderly and wisSix University students will reer members of our society, who have
been used to competing for the power present the Bee Gee News and the
to control among themselves, the Key at the annual Ohio College Newsresders of the newspapers and those paper Convention to be held at Kent
who listen to the radio will soon hear State University Wednesday, Thursthe "communistic activities" of the day and Friday.
Students who will make the trip
youth movements viewed with decidare Anthony Frances, Richard Lilley,
ed alarm.
It is doubtful, however, if the pub- Gordon Humphrey, Robert Baron, Don
lic will ever be encouraged to associ- Rager, and Jesse Mittleman.
ate the evil communism with the good
penee to the extent that they will both
Vi.it u....
mean the same bad thing. The association might easily boomerang, for
FOR YOUR
people in this country are ready to
sacrifice many things to retain a peaceINDIVIDUAL
ful existence.
COIFFURE
College newspapers are all for peace
and keeping America out of war.
But members of the staffs find it
much easier to profit by the "wise
counsel" of the elders than to heed
the voice of the students. Editors
snd responsible staff members canDIAL 2611
not appease both; consequently, they
seldom become leaders among the stuEVELYN GRIMES
dent youth. — R.H.

Egyptian Student
May Enroll Here
At Shine's Behest

ELDERS' COUNSEL NOT WANTED NOW,
SAYS CRITICAL STUDENT IN LETTER
Letter to the Editor:
On April 19 the American Student
Union and other groups sponsored
peace demonstrations all over the
United States. But those individuals
who are not too well-informed about
these student organizations and their
aims are beginning to condemn them
if for no other reason than that these
groups contain members with mixed
political beliefs.
The easiest and most popular way
to discredit any organization is to
call it "Red." This type of name
calling has been invoked upon the
student organizations which have in
the past been interested in seeing
political, economic and social reforms
in this country.
Most newspapers and periodicals
carry out this name-calling practice
especlslly through the columns of the
editorial writers. Perhsps students
should not be surprised when they
read student would-be columnists and
find in them content very similar to
what is found in the big time press.
No matter how admirable a young
people's desire for peace may be, that
desire will not be pleasantly regarded
by those elderly groups who make, or
think they make, the important de-

At The Cinema

AT THE CLfl-ZEL
Opening at the Cla-Zel tonight is
People gripe because the Government makes so many
petty laws. Uncle Sam has to have some way to com- lovely Dorothy Lamour, in a new
bat the schemes his children contrive to cut their neigh- streamlined sarong, singing along the
"Road to Singapore" with two of the
bor's throat.
screen's top comedians, Bing Crosby
XXX
and Bob Hope, in the Paramount
Of course the best way to disclose a secret is tell it to musical comedy of the same title. It's
a rat while another rat is standing on his tail.
Hope and Crosby in sarongs.
XXX
Sunday and Monday don't miss
Speaking of rats reminds one of "Beetle Brow" Hum- "Johnny Apollo", featuring Tyrone
phrey. Instesd of sails he must of swiped his ears from Power as the wealthy college boy who
an over-crowded rat trap.
turns mobster when the father he
idolizes is sent to prison. Dorothy Laxxx
Charlie Horse says it must be a task for Hitler to mour, as the girl who loves him, rechoose his officers with brains, but with not too many veals her true allure for the first
time.
brains.
xxx
Dr. Mayfield tells one about the athlete who rejoices on
the last lap. Alas for the woman who is in the last lap.
xxx
To Dr. Mayfield: After thousands of years of erosion
geologists haven't much to bank on.
xxx
A school in Salt Lake City is Mormon. Mormsn go
there than women.
xxx
In the days of Andrew Carnegie, when Andy bought
a piece of property cheaply they called It a 'Carnegie
steal'.
xxx
Bank Motto: Dont over due a good thing.

FORMER COUNCIL PRESIDENT ASKS
QUESTIONS ABOUT CONSTITUTION

Campus Newsmen
Off To Convention

Monty's Beauty
Salon

HOME COOKED
MEALS
THAT SATISFY

20c - - 25c

University groups find our Hot
Dog and Hamburger Buns perfect for picnics and our prices
are right too.
SCHIEDHAUER'S

Court St.
Sandwich Shop
Corner Court and Prospect

AT THE LYRIC

Tonight and Thursday the Lyric
features that sensational and hilarious broadway hit of Kaufman and
Hart, "You Can't Take it with You"
starring James Stewart and Jean
Arthur. The world's most hilarious
family.
The excellently portrayed movie version of Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The
House of Seven Gables" comes to the
Lyric Sunday and Monday, April 26,
27, starring George Sanders, Vincent
Price, Margaret Lindsay, and Nan
Grey. This magnificent story gains
new greatness on the screen. One of
the immortal romances of all time.

SPRING IS THE TIME
FOR PICNICS . .

25c WHITE SHOE POLISH
19c
1

SAMMY'S
Right next to Police Office

Sanitary Bakery
Corner W. Court, and Main
PHONE 9614

FOR
QUALITY
DAIRY PRODUCTS

j SPRING DRAINING SEASON
IS HERE

! ATLANTIC MOTOR
' OIL AND GREASE
Cor. S. Main and Washington

Model Dairy
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Can You Pray? Maybe You Can Solve The Problem Of An Editor
Maybe I should have been wised by this time
and by the same token maybe these meager
lines of lament from a sports editor are out of
order but here goes.
One can not say that I have not had sufficient
warning, didn't E. L. Moseley our own campus
meteorologist — weather predictor to you —
through his study of tree rings discover that we
would be in for a wet and cold Spring and warn
me ahead of time, but I still have a kick to make.
For weeks now I have t*een making my sports
assignments, planning my page dummies and
then setting back and waiting for the usual flow

B. G. Netters
Prepare For
1940 Season

of copy to appear. But what happens?
The Athletic programs so expertly arranged
by the members of the physical education department are blitzkrieged by the forces of Mother
Nature's army of rampaging elements and consequently I have nothing but postponements to
publish.
My stewing and fretting seem to do no apparent good, so I appeal to you for aid (maybe
you can pray) in finding a way so that Coach
I .and is' thine lads. Coach Steller's horse-hide
chasers and Coach Cox's racquet wielders can
start their outdoor activities, and then I can
print something besides postponements.

PAG*}*

Falcon Cindermen Move To
Findlay Today, New Concord
Saturday For Track Meets
Brown And Orange Runners To Engage Mt. Union And
Muskingum In Triangular Meet; Tough
Encounters On Slate
With the weather conditions making necessary the postponement of the first two scheduled track meets, the Falcon cindormen are expected to get under way with three meets scheduled
for this coming week.

three Falcon Track Veterans Who Begin Outside Work }

McMahon, Hollinger Are
Returning Lettermen;
Six Matches Carded
Bowling Green's varsity tennis team began practice last
week under the direction of Budd
Cox, the newly appointed net
mentor.
Six prospective racqueteers reported at a special
meeting held at Coach Cox's home last
Tuesday evening.
Senior letterman John McMahon
and Junior letterman Jim Hollingor
are the only award winners hack
from last year's team. McMahon held
down the third man post on the 1939
net aggregation that won six matches while dropping one to the University of Toledo courtmen, while Hollinger waR a member of the second doubles tram.
Heading the list of sophomore racTheir are three of Coach Paul Landis'
quet wielders is Don Mason, who gainveteran Falcon thinclacU who have befin
their 1940 outdoor performance*. Above
ed wide recognition in scholastic cirit Captain Duff Madaras, discus thrower
cles by his fine play in the state high
and
all around handy man on the team.
school tennis championships. Other
second year men who are expected to The man perched above the high jump
challenge the lettermen for positions standards is Cliff Foster, high jump letterare Bob Alexander, Chuck Snyder man. The speedster flying over the low
timbers is Clarence Goterba who is also a
and Charles Downer.
reliable dash man. These men along with
Coach Cox announces that at pres- several sophomore cindermen are expected
ent a six match schedule has been
to score the Brown and Orange points.
booked and that there was a possibility that two more will be added.
The present card includes home and
home engagements with the netters
of the University of Toledo, Toledo
DeSales and Bluffton College. Other
schools that have been contacted for
mutches by Coach Cox are Oberlin
and Heidelberg.
Cox also stated that due to the pres- Findlay College Oilers Open Local Horse Hide Chaser's
ent congestion in the sports program
Season Friday Afternoon; Veteran* Have Edge
organized freshman tennis practice
Over Yannigans For Po»ition»
will not be started until after May 1.

Steller Drills Diamond Men As
First Game With Findlay Nears

With only two days remaining before Falcon baseballers open
COUPON—This ad*, and 30c will their season with Findlay college, Coach Warren E. Steller is
clean and press a pair of trousers, faced with a shortage of pitching material and the problem of cuta sweater, or a skirt.
Hems ting his squad of 35 men down to the team's roster.
Laundry and
Dependable Dry
Bowling Green hopes fell last week when Steve Brudzinski,
Cleaners, 166 W. Weoster St.

THE LYRIC
WED.-THUR.

April 24-25

Jas. Stewart, Jean Arthur in

"YOU CAN'T TAKE
IT WITH YOU"
FR1.-3AT.
April 26-27
DONALD BARRY in

"GHOST VALLEY
RAIDERS"
SUN.-MON.

April 28-29

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE'S

"HOUSE OF SEVEN
GABLES"
Starring George Sanders, Margaret Lindsay, Vincent Price,
Nan Grey, Dick Foran
TUE.-WED.-THUR.
April 30, May 1-2

Fredric March, Joan Bennett in

"TRADE WINDS"
AL ADELMAN

Big Boyd Musser, Bowling Green
heavy weight, will enter the second
round of the Cestus Club boxing
tournament in Toledo tonight. Musser,
who stands six feet, five and one
half inches tall and tips the beam at
194 pounds, will be pitted against the
best amateur heavyweights of Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana. The semifinal round of the tournament will be
held Friday, April 26.
PEANUTS ROASTED DAILY
FRESH POPCORN

CORNER NEWS STAND
Main and Wooetar

After Those Tired And
Weary Hours
From studying
com* to the.

THE CLA-ZEL

FOR THE BEST CUP OF
COFFEE AND THE LARGEST
HAMBURGERS IN TOWN

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
April 24-25-26

Next to Cross Motor Sales

Open All Night

BING CROSBY in

"Road To Singapore"
SAT. — Open 2:15 — April 27

"Mutic In My Heart"
—Also—
RICHARD ARLEN in
"Legion Of Lost Flyer."
SUN.-MON.
Apr. 28-29
Open 2:16 Sun.
TYBONE POWER,
DOROTHY LAMOUR in
"Johnny Apollo"
THE. — Open 4 p.m. — Apr. 30
BARGAIN DAY
THE JONES FAMILY in
"On Their Own"
KEN WINSLOW

Tho varsity swimming team
■ nd varsity managers will report
at 7 p.m. tonight lo have their
pictures taken for the National
swimming Guide.
The natatorium will be closed
every night the rest of this week
because of the examinations of
the life savers by Mr. George T.
Cottello, the national examiner.

Footballers Hold
Scrimmage Drills

Costello Gives Tests
ace hurler, dislocated a shoulder in the final day of spring football
'practice and will be lost to the
To Life Saving Class
horsehide-chasers this spring.
The Brown and Orange grid team
Boyd Musser Fights
Several others have taken their turn ended its spring football training this
Life saving tests are being given
In Toledo Tourney on the mound during batting practice,

Giant Hamburger

2 FEATURES 2
TONY MARTIN in

Natatorium Notice

Tho Falcons will invade the Black
and Orange oval of Findlay College
this aftemocn in a dual meet. During
the indoor season the Oilers fell bofore the Falcons by the score of 7812. Reardon. a first daahmnn, was the
only man to score a first for the
Findlay lads. This afternoon's meet
is expected to be a duplication of the
indoor meet with the field events
making the Findlay squad a little
stronger.
On Saturday afternoon, April 27,
Coach Landis will take his thinclads
New Concord where they meet
Mount Union and Muskingum in a
triangular affair. The strength of
the Muskios and the Purple Raiders
is unknown but they will be expected
to make the Lnndismcn work for a
victory. Harry Qelts, track conch at
Mount Union, was a track and foot
ball star at Ohio State University.
The triangular meet which was
gained out last Wednesday has been
tentatively rescheduled for May I.
This moot will find the strong competition from Michigan Normal and
Toledo University invading the Falcon cval.
The Northwestern Ohio College Invitation meet is scheduled for May
4. This meet is the second largest col
leginte track and field event held ii
Ohio being "outshone" only by th
Ohio Conference meet which is nlso
scheduled to be held hero in the latter part of May. Last year Bowling
Green placed second to Toledo University, who also won this meet ii
1088, Other colleges and universities
slated to be represented are Ohio
Noilhern, Heidelberg. Bluffton, Defiance, Findlay, Wittenberg, and the
defending champs.
The Landis cindermen will go into
the last lap of their track season on
Hay 10 and 14 when they take to the
road to meet Capital and Albion
respectively.
The
Albion
squad
was handed n shellacking by the
Bee Gees in an indoor meet held
in early spring. The Capital team
will be considered a tough opponent
for tho Brown and Orange runners.
On May 24 and 2B the University
will play host to several hundred
tricksters representing the schools
of the Ohio Conference. Some of the
outstanding track men of this state
will be on hand to try their hand at
lowering the records of the Bowling
Gr'ien track.

but all arc lacking in the necessary
experience. Among these are big
"Buck" McNeil, Charlie Silver, Ed
Horvath, and Southpaw Oscar Miller.
There is also a possibility that Al
Soskey may report, who along with
Harold Mchlow will strengthen the
mound staff.
Al Allion, lart year's understudy to
Rod Boyer, Jack Doane and Dave Silver are battling it out for the backstop post.
The outfield will find three veterans and a host of newcomers fighting for the positions. Archie Steele,
Ted Grignon, George Dunn are the
returning men who will be pushed by
Jack Howitt and several others.
Coach Steller will have a complete
veteran infield returning in Ed Welker, Ed Mussill, "Tip" Michaels, and
Bob Smith, but yannigans Dcwey
Johnson, George Mawhir, Denton
Ricketts, Al Sautter, and WBrren
Studer will be pushing the veterans
to the limit.
Last season the Falcons split
pair of games with the Oilers.

Collegians
Topnotch styles in comfortable footwear for
Springtime and Summer
See The Popular
"FREEMAN"
In antiqued sax on ffold

week with two tough scrimmages
against Toledo Waite and Libbey.
This spring found the coaches making several changeB to strengthen the
ball club for next fall. Chuck Catanesc was moved from the backfield to
center where he played his sophomore
year. The other change was moving
Dick Leathers from the backfield to
a tackle position.
With the Toledo schools offering
stiff competition the coaches found
that a lot of work will have to be
put on the line next fall. The chief
concerns of the coaches will be to
find first string replacements. Lettermen are back in every position but
one tackle post. Bob McCloud, Bob
Eckert, and Dick Leathers will fight
it oat for the vacancy.
Winnie Parks showed some good
ball lugging in the scrimmages and
will be a strong asset to the team
next fall. Frank Uzak, a graduate
from the Freshman squad, showed
lots of power.
In the Libbey scrimmage Friday
night, Captain Brudzinski was injured.

this week by George T. Costello, field
representative of the first aid and life
saving service of the American Red
Cross.
Those that passed the courses taught
by Stan Minor and took the tests
were D. F. Gray, George and Duff
Mudaras, Betty Hyma, Geraldine
Rice, Sally and Marie Lutz, Marge
Schulman, Jean Drake, Budd Cox
Bob Osthimer and Ed Davidson.
Those who pass the tests will be
given the Instructor's Certificate in
the American Red Cross.
Under the direction of Stan Minor
Jean Drake and Marie Lutz Senior
Life Saving tests will be conducted
for those students that have been enrolled in the class.

DON'T NEGLECT
YOUR EYES!

Collegiennes

Let as examine them at the
firat aign of strain or weakness.

Sensations of the Season for Sports.
Wheat Monk Cloth
Wedge Heal

EXAMINATIONS FREE

H. G. Strawser

&Co.

Compliments of

115 N. Main

The Bank of
Wood County

For Fine Pastries and Special
Orders
CALL 6471

RANDALL'S BAKERY
186 South Main

DORA LEE JOHANSEN—C

Play Shoes

Ph. 6403

HAMBURGER EATERS
Try
A Sandwich Here!

WHITEHOUSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

Meaeher
The Federal D.po.ii
Insurance Corp.

JTA

UHLMAN'S

on
Wooster St

$2.50
• Also hundreds of styles to
chose from for dress and sports
wear.

UHLMAN'S

Falcon Tracksters
Fall Before Strong
Yellowjacket Team
Bowling Green Stata University's track team dropped
lhair first outdoor track meat of
tha irnoii Mondiy afternoon
whan they fall before a powerful
band of Yellowjacket* from
Baldwin-Wallace by the score of
74H-54H.
The Falcons were overcome by
the power of their opponenta in
the dash event-.

Feathers From
The Falcon
Nest
By DUNNY
TOUGH LUCK. STEVE
Perhaps the old adage about findng something in the last place one
looks doesn't fit this situation to a
"T", but not being concerned about a
T" anyway this note of conciliation
to the Falcon's 1940 grid leader will
be appropriate.
Cnpt. Steve Brodzinski. the man we're
not "T-ing" about,
was using a bit of
his master strategy
in directing a band of
Falcon gridders in the
last section of the last
scrimmugo of the
spring practice when
he came up from the
R. D unipjice bottom of a pile with
an injured shoulder, An examination
revealed that the cap's shoulder was
fractured.
This untimely nccident will curtail
Steve's ehsnees of playing baseball
this spring and if his past record is
any Indicator Of what he can do
■long these lines Coach Steller could
use him. Steve also has made quite
a name for himself playing semi-pro
ball, having; been offered a chance for
a tryout with the Toledo Mudhens.
In conclusions we might say that
it seems like fate that surh a thing
could happen, especially in the last
minutes of the last scrimmage. It is
ju-t tough luck, Steve.
WELL DONE, MORE TO COME
Th ifirst annual graduate coaches'
clinic came to a successful conclusion
Saturday night. And it seems from
all reports that the first one of a
scries of these enterprises accomplished all that was planned when the idea
was adopted, namely the strengthening
of alumni relations in the physical
education department, the tutoring of
the graduate coaches in the latest
phases of coaching techniqes and
thereby enabling them to automatically boost BGSU by establishing fine
records in their fields.
So in concluding a dissertation on
tho first of these annual affairs it
would be well to recognize the work
of Messers Warren E. Steller, Paul
E. Landis, Harry Ockerman and
Budd Cox who, cooperating with the
administration, have made the project
possible.

From The
Feminine
Field
By VIRGINIA AI.GUIRE
In the past eight or nine years
there has been a strong movement
among women physical education directors to push the play day program to the foreground. ' • In many
schools, the smaller ones especially,
the "do or die" competition has been
so embedded in the participants'
minds that the result has been, an infriendly rivalry between schools. To
avoid this situation
the play day program
was introduced.' Now
the movement is to
"play with — not
against."
It Is in this connection that the. University is presenting;
the High School Play
Virginia
Day this Saturday.
Alguire
Many schools over
northwestern Ohio have accepted
the invitation.
An interesting program has been
planned with an inter-school softball game being one of the main
features.
Representing our Women's Athletic Association, Naomi Powell, Bonnie Boulis, Marie Baker and Kay
Rhodes attended a four day conference of the Athletic Federation of
College Women in Columbus last
Wednesday through Saturday. This
conference was attended by women
from colleges throughout northeastern United States. Discussions were
held on various subjects pertaining
to women in sports. Patty Berg, famos golfer, presented a discussion
on competitive golf for women.
If you read this column once in a .
while (and I hope you do) you will
remember that last week I told you
about the Cheyenne Mountain Dancers appearing on the campus next
Tuesday. Perhaps you think you are
pretty wonderful because you Can
perform the Virginia Reel with much
great agility but these high school
boys and girls have thirty folk dancea
which they have memorized.
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DICK HANSELMAN TO PLAY SATURDAY
AT SEVENS' ANNUAL SPRING FORMAL
Dancing Will Be From 9 To 12 In Reception Hall;
Inter-Sorority Council To Hold Tea May 29
For Installation Of Officer*
The Seven Sister sorority will hold its annual formal dance
in the Reception Hall Saturday with Dick Hanselman and his Toledo orchestra supplying the music. Dancing will be from 9 to 12.
Final arrangements were made for the dance early this week
according to President Ruth Spackman.
Helen Sturgeon is chairman of the decoration
^ 'committee and will be
assisted by Eloise Dyer, Ruth Allen, Marjorie .Sutler; program
committee
includes
Ruth Dodds, chairman
Undoubtedly the most spectacular Ann Mason and Betty
and largest attended dance of the Olsen; Margaret Wilseason was the Inter-Fraternity dance son, chairman and Loheld Saturday evening in the Men's rina Rhiem are in M. Walrath
Gym. Two hundred sixty couples charge of refreshments; orchestra
danced from 8:30 until 12 to the committee is composed of Eloise Dysweet and swing music of George er, chairman and Ruth Osborn.
Hall and his NBC orchestra.
Faculty guest* include President
Main attraction of the evening was and Mrs. V. J. Prout, Dean and Mrs.
vocalist Dolly Dawn.
When Dolly A. B. Conklin, Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
sang couples preferred to group Urschel, Miss Florence Litchfield,
around the band stand to listen, rath- Miss Caroline Nielsen, Mrs. Maude
er than to dance.
Sharp, Miss Wrey Warner, Mrs. W.
Inter-fratemity council members E. I.antz, Miss Grace Tressel, Miss
were elated when President Kenneth Ester Hayhurst, Mr. and Mrs. W, A.
llarger announced during intermis- Zaugg and Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Crowsion that gate receipts had gone over ley.
the top, insuring another name band
for the stomp and swing artists next
The Inter-Sorority Installation tea
year.
will be held next Monday afternoon
in the lounge of the Women's Gym.
Tea service will begin at 4.
Vera Welty, Seven Sister, will be
installed as president. Other officers
are: vice president, June Reed, Skol;
secretary-treasurer, Lucille Jump;
corresponding secretary, Katie run
Bilderback, .1 Kay.
Roberta Hanlinc is chairman of
the committee in charge of arrangements for the tea.
Assisting her
will bo Joan Brown and Elma Johnson.
Miss Welty will preside at the tea
service. All girls arc invited to attend this affair.
Nothing you could give would
make her so happy as a
photoirruph of you as you
Approximately 75 couples attend*
are todayI
id the Kohl Hall formal in the main
dining room of the dormitory last FriMother'* Day ia getting close
day evening. The Frankie Hamilton
—stop in today before you
band provided music for the occasion,
forget I
and was well received.

George Hall Band
Draws 260 Couples

Ifitown
Smokers are buying 'em
"two packs at a time" because Chesterfields are DEFINITELY MILDER, COOLERSMOKING and BETTER-TASTING.
Chesterfields are made from the world's
finest cigarette tobaccos and they're made
right. In size, in shape, in the way they burn
. . . everything about Chesterfield is just
right for your smoking pleasure.

lovely

thought..

Surprise Mother

PORTER'S STUDIO
Ph. 5011

216 Bunk Bldg.

TRIANON
TOLEDO

ONE NITE ONLY

Thur., May 2
Jan Savitt
and the

Top Hatters
Advance Sale Now
85c per person

"Duck" Berry, Norm Robertson,
and Frank DeVorak gave several
swing selections on the clarinet, piano,
and drums.
Guests at the affair included Dr.
and Mrs. Frank J. Prout. Dean and
Mrs. A. B. Conklin, Prof, and Mrs.
J. M. Cadwallader, Mrs. Clayton C.
Kohl, and Dean and Mrs. Clyde
HisMillg.
Formal initiation for the pledges
of the Las Amigas sorority was held
lust week ut the house. June . .uith,
president, conducted the services for
tho 12 pledges. Miss Grace Wills,
sorority sponsor, supervised the arrangements for the evening. Alumnae attending the meeting were Mildre.1 Bistline, Beulah Crandnll, Hita
Gillespic, Ann Yachec Kellogg und
Junnita Kcrshner.
At a regular meeting held last week
the following men were elected to
lead the Delhi Fraternity next year;
Dwight Toedtcr, president;
Carl
Bourne, vice president; Ralph Rotsel,
secretary; Scott Dysinger, treasurer;
Bob Barnett, corresponding secretary;
Ken Harger, sergeant-at-anns; and
Harry Hicks, chaplain.
The fraternity has been busy remodeling both the interior and the exterior of their newly purchased home.
Plans call for painting and rcdecoruting the house and the placing of
new sod around the house.

"FUN FOR YOU, MISS COED!"
In the natatorium now . .
at your favorite pool this
summer . . with . .

liesterfield
Ceorritbi 1940.

LIOCSTT A MYSU TOBACCO

Kohl Hall was host to approximately 15 Y. M. C. A. members from
Ohio Colleges and Universities attending the "Y" convention held on
the Bowling Green Campus last Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
John Peters, Fostoria, is at home
recovering from an appendectomy.
Guests at dinner Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. John Bunn, Meredith Miller,
Jane Parent and Ruth Spackman.

The

U. S. HOWLAND
... A trim swim cap that
REALLY
"Keeps The Hair Dry"

U. S. STROLLERS
SMART
COMFORTABLE
COOL
Wear them at the
beach, around the
house and anywhere
else that you want
foot relaxation.
See them at

G. & M. CUT RATE DRUGS
100 S. Mala St

The Y.W. Y.M.C.A. will hold afternoon dances on Tuesday and
Thursday of each week until the latter part of May as a continuation of
the dancing school which they have
sponsored in the past, states Miss
Frances Williamson, chairman.
Dance classea will not be continued, but Norm Robertson's trio will
furnish the music. Dancing will be
in the Recreation Hall and will start
at 4 and last until 5:30.
Mr. C. D. Parry, registrar at Bowline Green State University, is attending the twenty-eighth annual
convention of the American Association of Collegiate Registrars being
held in St Louis, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.

Co.

A short business meeting was held
last evening.
Brothers Matt Dotson, Wayne
Stewart, Dick Hagemeyer, Carl Karg
and Don Brashley were week-end
visitors at the house.
Tho alumna chapter of Fire Sisters entertained the sorority at a
party following formal initiation service laat Tuesday night. Helen English, president, presided at the impressive service when 12 pledges
took their sorority TOWS. Red Rosea
and the sorority candelabra graced
the white-satin-covered altar.
Mrs. Helen Veber Nelson, who was
president of the sorority in its first
year on the campus and ia now president of the alumna chapter, poured
at the reception following initiation.
Refreshments, including tiny cakes
bearirur the Fire Sister crest, were
served later in the evening.

Duncan Scott instructor of jo«rnalism, will speak on "Interpretative
Journalism" at a banquet of the
Northwestern Ohio Scholastic Press
Association in Sylvania Friday evening.
Professor Scott will show that
newspapermen are now expected to
Plans for tke> aaaual Fiva Brother be experts in social, economic or polistag picnic arc completed according tical problems in order to comment on
to Harold "Jeep" Wilensky, who is the significance of daily events.
in charg* °' the affair.
"Boas vs. Secretary," a play diDewey Johnson and Dale "Red"
Good have been chosen as Five Broth- rected by Dora Mackling, was given
at the regular meeting of Quill Type
era candidate* for Lil' Abner.

held last Wenesday evening.
The cast included Gladys Bisher,
Betty Holcomb, Dora Mackling, Bill
Weeston, and Eugene Thomas. The
meeting closed after a few minutes
of group singing.
LOST—Black onyx .-!(,„,
from ring with diamond in center. Near or in Administration
Building or Training School.
Return to business office. Reward. Donaa Logan.

Expert Beauty Work to
fit your individual
style

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

Drippings From a Hectic Week End
Thar* ware two paragraphs to thin thine; originally—a
first on*> and a second one. 11M first was a honey—so the)
second wasn't cenaored. The bird who writes 'he thing was oat
of town. Everyone sis* was sating Parrot iteaks. enjoying Ufa
too much to think of anything to say. So we couldn't rewrite
the cenaored paragraph. So ya wanna' know what it said, ehl
If It was any of your business it wouldn't bar* been ceneoredl
Bunches of sweet-smelling goo to the Fraternities and all
Its members for swell tun* Saturday nlte. Ersryou* enjoyed
seeing the Dawn, and spooking of Dawn lots of lads and lassies
saw doublel 0 mean Dolly and tho brook of dayl). find Incidentally the high-light of (bo eyenlng cam* when an Impromptu floor show was giren by Georgie Nonemaker and
bis partner. It seems they got their signals crossed in a Jitterbug act and the whole affair ended tragically with "the Wolf"
on the floor instead of at the door, find don't forget to recuperate both economically and physically by relaxing in the Parrot
oTer a soda or sundae between a couple of blondes) Added
Hint: Try Glenn Miller's latest platter, the immortal "Stardust".
—Spring set to muslcl
fldr.

